We study tempered distributions that are multipliers of the Schwartz space relative to the Moyal product. They form an algebra N under the Moyal product containing the polynomials. The elements of N are represented as infinite dimensional matrices with certain growth properties of the entries. The representation transforms the Moyal product into matrix multiplication. Each real element of N allows a resolvent map with values in tempered distributions and an associated spectral resolution. This giaes a tool to study distributions associated with symmetric, but not necessarily self-adjoint operators.
the relationship between classical and quantized systems. In particular, Moyal aimed at understanding inherent quantum mechanical behaviour in terms of classical concepts. He showed that the transition probabilities associated with a quantum system can be calculated from the classical Hamiltonian by integrating with respect to a certain measure on phase space. The measure is not positive, but only real. Nevertheless, it assigns the correct positive probabilities to the quantum system.
Moyal's discovery has inspired many authors. The real measure on phase space induces a non-commutative product of functions on phase space, now known as the Moyal product. The associated left regular representation reduced by a certain ideal is equivalent to the Weyl mapping.
The Moyal product is a well-defined composition in both the Schwartz space and the space of square-integrable functions. These algebras, however, are far too small to contain observables of physical interest and the associated spectral theory just becomes a reformulation of the Weyl formalisme.
In order to better exploit Moyal's basic idea, we must identify algebras under the Moyal product which are large enough to contain all conceivable Hamiltonians. The Moyal product of tempered distributions on phase space may fail to exist in any reasonable sense of the word and even when it does exist, the product may not be associative.
However, the Moyal product of a tempered distribution with a function in the Schwartz space does always exist as a tempered distribution. We can therefore consider the set N of left-multipliers of the Schwartz space. It is an (associative) algebra under the Moyal product and contains the polynomials together with many other distributions of physical interest.
We show that N can be realized as an algebra of infinite-dimensional matrices satisfying certain growth conditions on the entries. This representation induces a natural topology on N making it a reflexive, nuclear space. It is the dual space of a certain subalgebra N% that also can be characterized by growth conditions on the matrix entries. We show that the algebra obtained by adjoining the unit element to N+ is invariant under (Moyal) exponentiation of even non-real elements.
A real, tempered distribution Tis said to be positive, if T(£°£) > 0 for each element £ of the Schwartz space (the Moyal product is denoted by °). The associated order structure is an important tool in the construction of the spectral theory.
Each real element of N allows a resolvent mapping defined on complex numbers with non-vanishing imaginary part and with values in bounded tempered distributions. This gives a tool to study distributions associated with symmetric, but not necessarily self-adjoint operators.
The resolvent distribution allows a spectral decomposition with respect to a positive measure on the real line with values in positive, idempotent, tempered distributions. We construct finally for each real element of JV a functional calculus for bounded and measurable functions. §2. The Moyal Product and Other Preliminaries Symplectk forms and complex structures.
We shall consider the even-dimensional real vector space E = R 2d , d e N. A symplectic form on E is a bilinear mapping a : E x E -> R which is nondegenerate and antisymmetric. The pair (E, a) is an example of a symplectic space. A d-allowable complex structure on (E, cr) is a linear operator J on E such that Relative to this complex structure, one can introduce a real, positive definite and symmetric bilinear form s on E by setting ( 
2.2) s(a, b) = (j(a, Jb).
Finally, a positive definite inner product h : E x E -> C is defined by setting then it follows that J is a cr-allowable complex structure on (E, cr). Conversely, suppose that such a structure J is given. If we choose a set of vectors {ejf= i orthonormal with respect to the inner product h defined in (2.3) and put/; = Je t for i= 1, ..., d, then {e f ,/Jf =1 becomes a symplectic basis for (E, a) satisfying (2.5).
We will subsequently assume that a cr-allowed complex structure J has been fixed and consider the triplet (E, <r, J). Explicit coordinates relative to a symplectic basis satisfying (2.5) will be referred to as canonical variables. We obtain The expressions in (2.6) furthermore constitute an explicit realization of the various notions introduced in this subsection.
The symplectic Fourier transformation.
We let dv denote the Haar-measure on E = R 2d and normalize the Haarmeasure such that ( 
2.7)
e-1/2s(v > v} dv=l.
If we express the measure dv in terms of the explicit coordinates given in (2.6) above, then we obtain dv = dp 1 •-•dp d dq 1 --dq d , where the Lebesgue measure dx on E is normalized such that an interval of unit length has the measure (2n)~l /2 . The symplectic Fourier transformation F is defined by
and extends with the normalization of Haar-measure given in (2.7) to a selfadjoint unitary operator on L 2 (E, dv). In particular, F 2 = 1.
The Moyal product.
Let /, g be elements in S(E), the space of Schwartz functions on E. We define the Moyal product (or twisted product) /°# of /and g by setting
where cp is the antisymmetric aifine function defined by (2.10) q>(a, ft, c) = (r(a, c) 4-cr(c, ft) + <r(ft, a) a, ft, ceE.
The twisted convolution of Schwartz functions on E is defined by
and has the explicit form
Twisted multiplication and twisted convolution are associative compositions in S(E). Tne Moyal product satisfies
Even if only one of the functions in (2.9) belongs to the Schwartz space S(E), the twisted product can make sense as a function or distribution on E. This is a major topic in this branch of mathematics and will be addressed later on. At this point we shall only notice that (2.14) l°/ = /. (E, dv). The two properties expressed in (2.13) imply that the adjoint operator on L 2 (E, dv) to twisted multiplication from the left (right) with a f unction /eL 2 (E) is twisted multiplication from the left (right) with the complex conjugate /.
The Gaussian function.
Of special interest in physics is the Gaussian function Q defined by
veE. The Gaussian function Q receives its prominence by satisfying the following formula
The proof is somewhat tricky and makes use of a transformation in the complex extension C 2d of E. We leave the proof to the reader and conclude from (2.14) and (2.18) The additive group C d is identified with the additive group R 2d by setting
We can thus consider cr, s and h to be bilinear forms on C d and obtain the expressions a(z, z') = Im h(z, z'), (3.2) s(z, z') = Re fe(z, z'), fc(z, z') = zV.
In particular, the Gaussian function Q takes the form
The Haar-measure dz = dp dq on C d corresponds to the abovementioned identification. Let A(C d ) denote the space of holomorphic functions on C d and set Proof. By making use of the identity 
= Q(v) JE
The identity We shall in a number of steps relate the vectors a n>m to the Schwartz space S(E). Let us to every rceNo and fc = 1, ...,d introduce the tupples a fc (n), j8 fc (n)EN 0 defined by 
Proof. We obtain by direct calculation that
The other part of the assertion is similarly proven. H
We shall use the symbols p i9 q t to denote not only the coordinates of a vector ueE, cf. (2.6), but also the operator acting as multiplication with the corresponding coordinate function. This is a common and useful, but also slightly confusing notation. We obtain the following lemma by using (3.16) and a straighforward calculation. 
= a x
Pk"n.m = Pk<*n X ~^n + <*n * Pk ^ , «fcfl»,m = Wn X ^ + a n X ^ O^ .
Let FQ denote the complex vector space span{0 n>TO |n, meNg} and let R k : V 0 YO for k = 1, ... , d be the linear operator defined by If we let S denote the antiunitary operator on L 2 (E, dv) for which S{ = £ and put L fc = SR k S, then we have
L k a n , m = jn k + 1 a ak0j)>m Vn, m 6 Nj . 
Proof. Taking n, meNg and applying the lemmas above, we obtain
and consequently
= p k a n x ~a^ + fl n x p fe o^ -<2 k a n x ~a^ -a n x q k~a = 2(a n x (p k -
the first statement of the theorem follows. The second is similarly proven.
. . By making use of (4.4) and (4.5) to express R P L P £ in terms of the vectors in the basis, and by applying Parceval's formula, we conclude that r p (£) < oo. If on the other hand this condition is assumed for every peNg, then we apply Corollary 4.4 and express any operator written as a product of powers of the operators p k9 q k , d/dp k , d/dq k in terms of the operators R k , R$ , L fc , Lf. Any such operator will therefore map f into L
(E, dv). It follows that £eS(E). H
The Moyal product as matrix multiplication.
Take £eS(E) with the expansion (4-9) £= £ « n , m a n , m .
n.meNT he coefficients are given by
If the operator n(£) acts on a vector r\ e I Q with expansion then we obtain (4.12)
The operator n(£) thus acts as the matrix {a n>m |n, meNo} on the Hilbert space I n . It is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with Hilbert-Schmidt norm Tr(7i(^)*7r((^)) 1/2 = 2~d /2 ||^i| 2 . Furthermore, the twisted product of two functions f, i/65(E) with coefficient sets (a n § J and (jS n , m ), cf. (4.10), is given by (4.13) t°n= Z (Z a».
n,meN keN
The twisted product of functions in S(E) is thus given by matrix multiplication of the corresponding coefficient sets. An application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields = ( Z I Z a n ,^t, n,meN<j fceN<f (4.14)
fc.meNg for every peNo. We conclude that the Schwartz space 5(E) is a topological algebra under the Moyal product.
Tempered distributions.
Let for every n, meN The family of norms {/ p |pGNo} defining the topology on S(E) is upward filtering. There exists consequently a single peN^ and a positive constant C such that
It follows, that T can be extended by continuity to the Hilbert space H p and therefore it is represented by a vector in H p . We derive, that the representing vector has coefficient set {n~pm~pat mtn }. This implies the condition in (4.17). Finally, we notice that jS 0jm = t m ,"(*/), and the rest of the theorem follows. H
We have thus transformed the study of tempered distributions on E to the study of matrices with a growth property for the entries as given by (4.17) .
The Schwartz space S(E) can be regarded as a subspace of S'(E), and one may naturally ask, how this embedding is reflected with regard to the expansion (4.18). A tempered distribution T is of the form 
We shall freely use this identification of 5(E) with a subspace of S'(E). We notice that if n(T) is a bounded operator on J^, then (4-21) \T(t;)\<\\n(T)\\\\nm Tr ,
for every f eS(E). The trace norm || n(£) || Tr -Tr((7r(£)*7r(£)) 1/2 ) is finite for every £6S(E), cf. [27] . §5. The Multiplier Algebra
We have so far considered twisted multiplication of functions belonging to the Schwartz space S(E). We also noticed that the definition of the twisted product can be extended to functions belonging to L 2 (E, dv). This is done by continuity, cf. equation (2.15) . It is furthermore possible to define the twisted product of a tempered distribution with a function in S(E) in a very natural way. Let T be a tempered distribution on E and let £ e S(E). We define T° £ and £ ° T as the tempered distributions given by
Suppose that T is given by an integral kernel /e S(E), then we apply equation (2.13) and obtain
Thus the tempered distributions T° £ and £ ° T are given by the integral kernels f°£ and £ °/ respectively. 
Proof. The coefficients for the tempered distribution T°^ with respect to t n>m is according to Theorem 4.6 given by We conclude that the tempered distribution T^S is an element of N. Furthermore, the property (5.6) implies associativity of the twisted product of elements in IV thus making N an algebra. Finally, we notice that M is an involutive algebra with twisted product as multiplication and complex conjugation as involution. Let Tbe a tempered distribution and set a n>m = T(a m>n ) for n, meNo-We define
n,meN$ for p, q £ NO and notice that the value plus infinity may be attained. L ptq is for each p, qeN d 0 a norm on a subspace of S'(E) which contains S(E).
Theorem 5.2. A tempered distribution T belongs to N 9 if and only if to each there exists a peN^ such that L ptq (T) < oo.

Proof. Assume that TeS'(E) belongs to N, that is T°£eS(E) for each
We first show that the map is closeable. Let ^ -> 0 and suppose that T° ^ -» (, both in the Frechet topology on S(E). Since the twisted product is continuous, we conclude that (T°£i)(ri) = T(£i°ri)-+Q for each *?eS(E), so ( = 0. Since S(E) is complete and metrizable, Banach's closed graph theorem can be applied. We obtain that the above map is actually continuous. Let now q e NQ be given. We may well assume that q t > 0 for i = 1, ...,d. The family of norms {rJgeNo} defining the topology on S(E) is upward filtering. There exists therefore a single s e NQ and a positive constant C such that
Let jeN and set
We notice that ^.eS(E) and calculate that Consequently, we obtain that r q (T°^j)<CK for every j'eN. Finally, we observe that r g (T° <y -> L ptq (T) for j -* oo, where p = 2s + q. This proves the necessity of the condition.
We apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to prove the converse. Let a n m = T(a m , n ) and ^m = 2~d(a n^)2 for n, meN d 0 . We obtain for £eS(E) that'
Consequently,
The condition is thus sufficient.
• 
•
We can give N a natural topology. 
Proof. Put «",", = T(a m , n ) and j5 n , m = S(a m>B ) for every pair n, meN£. We obtain by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
and the assertion is proved.
The above lemma shows that N is a topological algebra. Suppose that (Ti) ieJ and (S t ) iel are two nets in N converging to zero. We can to a given geNo choose seNo such that lim £6/ L Siq (T t ) = 0, and again choose peNo such that lim^ L ptS (Si) = 0. It then follows from the lemma that lim fe/ L p%q (T^S^ = 0. Proof. We first prove the assertion when K is of codimension 1. The general case then follows by repeated application of this result. We therefore Proof. The finite rank operators on I n are according to Proposition 2.1 exactly of the form (5.12) with the vectors £ f , rj t el n , i = 1, ..., d. We can in finite many steps rewrite (5.12) such that both sets of vectors are linearly independent. If each of the vectors belong to S(E), then so does a. If on the other hand it is known that aeM, then we consider for each /=!,...,« the orthogonal complement to span {<!;_, • |j ^ i} which is of finite codimension. We can apply Lemma 5.5 to find a /eS(E) orthogonal to r\ j for j ^ i, but not orthogonal to rj t . We have that n(a)f = 2~d(rj i \f) 2^i according to (2.22) and derive that ^eS(E) for i= 1, ... , d. Similarly, by considering d, we derive that for i= l,...,d. H
We have in particular proved that every element aeM for which n(a) is a finite rank operator on J Q belongs to S(E).
We defined the twisted product of a tempered distribution with a Schwartz function in equation (5.1). If S is a tempered distribution and TeN, then we can similarly define the twisted product 5 ° T by setting (5.13) (S°DK) = S(r°£) V£eS(E).
It follows from (5.8) that the linear functional S° T defined on S(E) in this way is continuous and thus a tempered distribution. Furthermore, the mapping
is jointly continuous. Likewise, if TeJV, then the product T°S can be defined by setting (5.14) (T°S)(£) = S(£°T) V£eS(E).
We obtain that T° S is a tempered distribution, and that the product is jointly continuous in N x S'(E). Proof. If a tempered distribution satisfies (6.1) with respect to some peNg, then it will satisfy the same condition with respect to any p'eNg with p\ > p t . It therefore follows that N+ is a subspace of N. Lemma 5.4 states that for arbitrary T, SeS'(E). If T 9 S are in N+ 9 then there exists a peN£ such that L P , S (S) < oo for every seNo. Choosing seN£ such that L s>g (T) < oc for every qeNo, we obtain that L ptq (T°S) < oo for every qeN . We choose geNo according to equation (6.4 ) and obtain that Hence T is continuous on H(p, ^f) and thus given by for an ^eH(p, <j). We set /^m = 2~d(a n?m |i7) 2 for n, meNj and conclude that a m,n = ^m >n (l + n)~p(l + m)^ for each n, meNo-Consequently, we have = E
On the other hand, we have for every geNf). We thus conclude that Tis continuous on N+(p) provided that Lq, p (T) is finite for some geNo. This proves part (1) of the theorem. Part (2) is an immediate consequence of part (1) . 
Take finally TEN, peNo and ^eN^(p). According to Lemma 5.4 we have that
L p . q (T° 0 < L s>q (T) L pi M) V0, 5 e N
(T° T) < L ptp (T)L piq (T) < oo
That is, the same peN£ can be used for T° T as for T in condition (6.1). Repetition of this argument yields that Proof. Suppose T ^ 0 and p are chosen as in the assumptions of the theorem. We define the element For arbitrary tempered distributions TeS"(E), we introduce the real and imaginary part of Tby setting T T -T (7.1) R e r=--, Imr=-^-.
The real and imaginary parts of T are real, tempered distributions, and T = Re T + i Im T. A tempered distribution S e S'(E) is said to be positive, if ( 
7.2) S(^)>0 V£
If S is real, and S(£ ° £) = 0 for every £ e 5(E), then we conclude by polarisation that S ° YI = 0 for every £ e S(E), and hence 5 = 0. We can therefore define a partial order relation < on the real vector space of real, tempered distributions on E by setting T < S, if S -T is positive.
Lemma 7.1. Let £ and Y\ be positive, tempered distributions on E and suppose that £ < rj.
(
1) If Y\ is a square-integrable function, then so is £, and ||£|| 2 ^ II n II 2-(2) rjeS(E) implies that feS(E).
Proof. The operator rcfo) is of the Hilbert-Schmidt class with 2~d /2 \\rj\\ 2 as Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and 0 < n(£) < n(rj). The operator n(£,) is hence of the form an(rj)a* with ||<z|| < 1, and
Tr(an(v) 2 a*)
The first part of the Lemma thus follows from operator theory. If r\ e S(E), then it follows that cf. (4.6), where S is defined by 
(2) Let ^ be a real, tempered distribution belonging to the Schwartz space S(E). There exists positive, tempered distributions £ + and £_ in S(E) such that £ = £+-£_. (3) span{S(E)°S(E)} =
Proof. Let peNo be arbitrary. We observe that
where S is the tempered distribution defined in (7. Since p is arbitrary, we conclude that rjeS(E) which proves (1). We take, in order to prove (2), a real element ^ of S(E) and consider \£\ = (£ 2 ) 1/2 which according to (1) belongs to S(E). Possibly by considering the representation n, we conclude that -|£| < { < If |. The tempered distributions £ + and £_ defined by are thus positive elements of S(E), and ^ = ^+-^_. We conclude from (2) that each Schwartz function on E is a linear combination of at most four elements from S(E)°S(E).
• The proof of Lemma 7.2 (1) actually shows that the square root is a continuous mapping of the positive part of the Schwartz space into itself. We also conclude that the representation n is a continuous mapping of S(E) into the space of trace-class operators on I n , cf. also [27] .
We notice from Lemma 7.2 (2) that a positive, tempered distribution on E is real. However, even when given by a kernel, cf. equation (5.2), the kernel may not be pointwise positive. We say that a real, tempered distribution Tis strictly positive, if there exists a positive real number e such that £ < T.
Proposition 73. Let (Tj) jeJ be a downward filtering net of positive, tempered distributions on E. There exists a positive, tempered distribution T on E such that
Tj \ T.
The net (Tj) jeJ is converging to T in the topology of S"(E).
Proof. Take £eS(E). The net of positive numbers (Tj(^^)) jeJ
is downward filtering and hence convergent. By polarisation we conclude that the net of numbers (Tj(£ ° rj)) jej is convergent for each £, ?/ e S(E). We can consequently define a linear functional T on S(E), cf. Lemma 7.2 (3), by setting
The so-defined linear functional T on S(E) is the pointwise limit of a net of continuous linear functionals. We put a».m = 7(0, and < m = T/O VjeJVn, meN*.
Define for fceN the projection P k by setting (7-4) P fc = £ t..,.
N<fc
We consider the linear functionals (j> and ^-defined by setting = T(Pfc°£°P fe ), and 0X0= 7}(P fc°< !; o P*) for every ^eS(E) and obtain TakejeJ and choose peNg such that r-p (Tj) < oo. By applying S^2 from the left and the right hand side in the inequality above and by making use of Lemma 7.1 (1), we conclude that
\n\<k,\m\<k for every keN. This implies the continuity of T. We furthermore notice that the net eventually converges pointwise inside a bounded subset of S"(E). Since S'(E) is the dual space of a Montel space, its topology coincides with the weak topology on bounded subsets. We hence conclude that the net converges to T in the topology of S"(E). We finally notice that the net also filters downward to r.
• Proof. We consider the projection P k defined in (7.4) and notice that it is a Schwartz function. Since TeN, it follows that T°P k°T is a Schwartz function, in particular it is a positive, bounded distribution. We can thus apply Lemma 7.4 and conclude that 1 + T° P k ° T is invertible with a positive inverse B(T°P k° r)eS'(E) bounded by 1. Since (T°P k°T ) k is increasing (towards T 2 ), we conclude that the sequence (B(T°P k°T )) k is decreasing. By applying Proposition 7.3, we obtain that the sequence decreases to a positive, tempered distribution B. Observe that
cf. Proposition 7.3. We split 1 + T 2 into 1 + T°P fe° T+ T°(l -P k )° T and write
B(T°P k° r)(f°(i + T 2 )) = 2~d £(v)dv + (T°(l -P k )° T)(B(T°P k° T)°{).
The last term is evaluated by
|(To(l -P k )o T)(B(T°P k° T)° £)| = \B(T°P k
where we have used (4.21). Since T°(l -P k ) ° T converges to zero in N as k tends to infinity, we obtain that ^°T°(1-P k )°T converges to zero in S(E). The embedding of S(E) into trace-class operators on I a is continuous so that the last term converges to 0 as k tends to infinity. We conclude that hence (1 + T 2 )°B = 1. By taking the complex conjugate, we obtain that B is the inverse of 1 + T 2 . The last part of the statement follows by applying the equality in Theorem 7.4 to the element P k ° T, k e N. We obtain for each k e N that (7.5)
The factor P k° Tconverges to Tin the topology of N and B(T°P k° T) converges to B(T 2 ) in S'(E).
The joint continuity of the twisted product, cf. (5.14), thus ensures that the left hand side of equation (7.5) 
converges to T°(B(T
2 )-1) in S'(E) for k going to infinity. To examine the right hand side, we first evaluate B(P k°T 2°P k ) taken in an element of the form £° (1 + T 2 ), where £eS(E). We
Since P k°T 2° P k converges to T 2 in N, it follows, that the last term converges to zero as k tends to infinity, cf. the argument above. This shows that (7.6) lim B(P k o T 2 ° P fc )(£ ° (1 + T 2 )) -2 ~d I £(v) dv V^ e S(E).
fe^°° JE Since P k° T 2° P k is not increasing towards T 2 , but merely converging in N, we cannot argue that the sequence of positive, tempered distributions B(P k ° T 2 ° P k ) is at all convergent. However, the sequence is bounded by 1 and thus contained in a weakly compact subset of S'(E). A subnet will hence converge weakly (and strongly because S'(E) is a Montel space) towards a positive and bounded, tempered distribution B'. It follows from (7.6) that (1 + T 2 ) ° B r = 1. By taking the complex conjugate, we conclude that B' = B (T  2 ) . Finally, we make use of the joint continuity of the twisted product to conclude that a subnet of the right hand side of (7.5) tends to (B(T 2 )-l)°Tand the proof is complete. U Suppose that TeN. Since the twisted product of Twith an arbitrary L 2 -function is well-defined, cf. (5.14), it makes sense to define the domain @ 2 (T) by setting
Choose arbitrary £e@ 2 (T) and rjeL 2 (E, dv). We can apply (5.16) and obtain , dv),
We have thus constructed an extension of the operator n(T) a priory defined only on the intersection of S(E) with J^. If T is real, then n(T) is a symmetric operator. The extension, however, may not be, cf. example (8.5).
Proposition 7 0 6 e If TeN is real, then
Proof. We first notice that
cf. Proposition 5.7 (4) and (2). For every £e® 2 (r) we thus obtain
= (T°(B(T 2 )°t))(r,) VT
hat is,
from which the assertion follows. O Suppose that TeN is real and take arbitrary rjeS(E). Then = B(T 2 )°rje@ 2 (T), according to Proposition (7.6), and Proof. We may without loss of generality assume that A = i. We notice that (T-i)°A^ is a subspace of JV^, cf. Theorem 6.2. Suppose that it is not dense. Then there exists, according to Hahn-Banach's Theorem, a non-zero element S e N = N such that
The twisted product S°(T-i) is an element of N, and Consequently, S°(T-i) = 0. We obtain from Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 5.7 (2) that S = S°1 =S°((1 + T 2 )°J5(r 2 ))
This is a contradiction.
• Theorem 8. 
Let Te N be a real distribution. There is for each /I e C with Im A 7^ 0 a bounded distribution R(T, A)eS'(E) for which R(T, A)°(T-X) = (T-A)° JR(r, A) = 1.
We denote it as the resolvent distribution for T at the point L It satisfies R(T, A) = R(T 9
A
(i). In the general case we define and obtain that R(T, X)°(T-X)= 1. Since T commutes with B(T 2 \ it follows that jR(r, A) = R(T, I) and consequently that (T-X)°R(T, A) = 1.
To prove that last part of the statement we first notice that
for every £eS(E), cf. Propositions 5.7 and 7.6. The square of the distribution jB(r 2 )°Tcan hence be calculated, and we obtain
It follows that ^(T, i) is bounded with square (B(T 2 )oT) 2 we obtain that 0 < v n < 1 for every neN, and furthermore
For n > 1, we P2n-2 ~ P2n = ~* lP 2 n ~~ P 2 n-2 )
-"'-*--(P 2 -Po) 
1-1 1
Finally we realize that the all the odd variables £ 2n +i vanish for this particular solution. We can proceed in this way and construct the particular inverse B(T 2 ) and then the resolvent R(T, i)
The above example shows that the resolvent distribution cannot simply be constructed from the operator n(T) -/I, because the inverse may not be densely defined in l n . §9. Measure and Integration Theory
Positive measures with values in S'(E).
Let (X, &*} be a measure space X with a cr-algebra Sf. A positive measure \i with values in S"(E) is a countable additive set map 
0<r <
Proof. We first suppose that w(z) = w(re ie ) is harmonic in a disk of radius greater than 1. We may determine a harmonic conjugate v(z) in such a way that i7(0)(f) = 0 V(JeS(E). The map /(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is analytic in a disk of radius greater than 1 and hence represented by a power series We return now to the general case and assume only that u(z) = u(re ld ) is defined in the open disk |z| < 1. We consider, for each s > 0, the map U E (Z) = u((l + s) -1 z) which is positive and harmonic in a disk of radius greater than 1. Each of these maps thus allow the representation (10.5) with respect to the measure (l/2n)u E (e ie ). The total mass of this measure is w £ (0) = w(0), cf. (10.6), and is independent of e > 0. We can apply Lemma 9.1 to obtain a weak contact point \JL for the net of measures ((l/2n)u E (e i(l) )) e for e -> 0, and then pass to a subnet that is weakly converging to \JL. Since the kernel in (10.5) is continuous, the integrals with respect to the measures in the subnet converge for r < 1 towards the integral of the kernel with respect to \JL. The first maps {zeC| z| < 1} onto {/LeC|Im A > 0} and the other is the inverse transformation. We set where j8 is a real constant. Let a be the sum of the masses of the measure CD in the points 0 and 2n and let co' be the measure on ]0, 2n\_ obtained from CD by leaving out these two points. We obtain that (10.13) /(z) = «i±£ _ 10 for |z| < 1. By inserting z = z(A) and multiplying by i, we derive that (10.14)
We introduce the change of variable t=-cot(0/2) which carries the circle onto the real axis, mapping the deleted points </> = 0 and </> = 2n into infinity and the measure CD' onto a measure v of finite mass on the real line. This transforms (10.14) into the expression in the corollary. We furthermore notice that /? = ReF(i). m
We shall here notice that the mass which the measure \JL in Theorem 10.2 puts in the points 0 = 0 and $ = 2n obviously can be freely distributed between the two points. But this is also the only ambiguity in the definition of \JL up to equivalence of measure. That this is so follows by considering the complex function u(z)(£ ° £) for each £ e S(E) and making use of the integral expression in the theorem. The unicity up to equivalence of the corresponding ordinary measure if except for a possible redistribution of mass between the points 0 = 0 and 0 = 2n is well known. To prove that \JL is a probability measure, we first notice that is an algebra homomorphism of M°°(cr(r)) into S'(E).
Proof. The map 0 is linear and maps M°°(cr(r)) into a self-adjoint, weakly closed subspace of S'(E). Let /eM°°(o-(r)) be of the form E(t) = di*{s).
J -oo
We conclude from Theorem 10.5 that t\-+E(t) is a spectral function with values in real, idempotent, tempered distributions (corresponding to projections on I n ). The evolution group associated with T is defined by setting (10.30)
U(t) = exp°(itT) e its du(s). •Mr)
It follows, that t\-+U(t) is a group representation of (R, +) into S"(E).
